
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Auckland Racing Club Date: Monday, 6 April 2015 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good (3) 
Rail: 9 Metres 
Stewards: M J Williamson (Chairman), J P Oatham, A Coles 
Typist: M Gemmell 

 

GENERAL:  
Nil 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Waikato Racing Club – Saturday 14 March 2015 
Race 2:  Allied Security R85 1200 
Trainer J Bridge admitted a breach of misconduct [Rule 340] in that (a) he had failed to attend the race meeting, or provide 
adequate representation to ensure POKURU ASIF was presented to race in Race 2, the “Allied Securities R85 1200’ in 
accordance with the entry accepted by New Zealand Thoroughbred Racing, and (b) J Bridge failed to provide due care for 
POKURU ASIF after the horse had arrived on course with POKURU ASIF having to be declared a late scratching 
approximately 5 minutes prior to the start of the race.   After hearing submissions the Judicial Committee fined Mr Bridge 
$600. 
 
Auckland Racing Club – Saturday 28 March 2015 
Race 8:  Celebrating Baker Racing @ Auckland Cup Week 
The Judicial Committee reconvened an adjourned inquiry with Apprentice Rider B Hutton admitting a breach of careless 
riding in that he allowed SIR ANDREW to shift out over the final 200 metres causing interference to VIBRANT MOSS (M 
McNab) [Rule 638(1)(d)] with the Judicial Committee suspending B Hutton’s licence to ride in races 9 April – 17 April 2015 
inclusive, 5 riding days. 
 
Racing Te Aroha – Saturday 4 April 2015 
Race 6:  Team Wealleans 1200 
Trainer Mr P Mirabelli reported that HANNAH MARY had been showing signs of lameness post-race which was found to be 
the result of a foot abscess in the left foreleg which has been treated with HANNAH MARY now to be sent for a spell. 
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: KILLARNEY KID, SHINING BRAVE, TOUCH THE SKY, LAMAROSA, TAKE IT OUT, SNAPSHOT, 

MAID OF STEEL, FLYINBY, GESEMI 
 

Suspensions: Race 
 
 
 
 
 
  

3 
 
 
 
 

C Lammas RESET THE TURBO 
Careless riding 1200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] suspended 12/4-18/4/15 inclusive, 4 
days. 
Auckland Racing Club – 28 March 2015 
B Hutton SIR ANDREW 
Careless riding 200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)[ suspended 9/4-17/4/15 inclusive, 5 
days. 

Protests: Nil   

Fines:   
 

Waikato Racing Club – 14 March 2015 
J Bridge – misconduct [Rule 340] Fined $600. 
 

Warnings: Race  4 S Spratt HYPERVELOCITY 
Shifted ground 1200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Nil    



Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil   
 

 

Late Scratching: Race 4 ELECTRIC AURA   Veterinary advice, 1.47pm (at start) 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 Legends Fellowship 2100  

ENDORSEMENT (G Cooksley) was slow away. 
FULL COUNT (V Colgan) began awkwardly. 
FULL COUNT had a tendency to over-race when being restrained in the early and middle stages. 
SECONDS OUT (M Cameron) made the turn near the 1700 metres awkwardly. 
APACHE FIREWORKS (T Thornton) lay out early in the final straight making contact with KILLARNEY KID (M Coleman) 
near the 350 metres. 
FULL COUNT shifted inwards near the 250 metres inconveniencing ENDORSEMENT. 
 

Race 2 L A O’Sullivan Shield 

ZAH OFF (C Grylls) and CRUISEO (C Lammas) were slow away. 
BIT OF CRUMPET (L Innes) and I CANDY (B Hutton) came together when jumping away and were further hampered 
over the early stages when crowded. 
ZAH OFF over-raced when being restrained near the 1900 metres. 
I CANDY improved forward from near the 1000 metres and then raced wide without cover while disputing the pace. 
VOLDINI (M Du Plessis) shifted out under pressure near the 300 metres briefly hampering ZAH OFF. 
VOLDINI was briefly held up approaching the 150 metres. 
A PERTE DE VUE (L Magorrian) had a tendency to lay in across the heels of CRUISEO passing the 150 metres. 
Passing the 150 metres ZAH OFF was briefly hampered when improving on to the heels of I CANDY which shifted out 
slightly under pressure.   As a result ZAH OFF made contact with BIT OF CRUMPET. 
A PERTE DE VUE raced in restricted room over the concluding stages. 
CENTRE STAGE had some difficulty obtaining clear running over the final 100 metres. 
 

Race 3 R J Skelton Vase 

HOWLAND (V Colgan) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
LUCKY AFFAIR (L Magorrian) was slow away. 
DUKE OF SUSSEX (L Innes) commenced to over-race approaching the 1200 metres and shifted out to avoid heels, 
making contact with RESET THE TURBO (C Lammas) which was forced into a three wide position.   RESET THE TURBO 
then steadied and shifted in crowding HOWLAND in on to PINKO MOON (R Hutchings) which was checked losing 
several lengths.   Rider C Lammas admitted a resultant breach of careless riding with the Judicial Committee 
suspending his license to ride in races from 12 April -18 April 2015 inclusive, 4 riding days.   DUKE OF SUSSEX then 
over-raced through the middle stages. 
ZUCCHERO (M Du Plessis) raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
HOWLAND became awkwardly placed passing the 700 metres and went off stride shifting back abruptly on to PINKO 
MOON which was hampered and shifted out making heavy contact with the hind quarters of LUCKY AFFAIR which 
became unbalanced and ran wide. 
PLANNED (A Collett) hung making the final bend running wide forcing DUKE OF SUSSEX and ZUCCHERO over extra 
ground. 
FOXBURROW HILL (S Spratt) was inclined to shift out over the final 100 metres with TOUCH THE SKY (M Cameron) 
shifting away from that runner. 
 

Race 4 D J O’Sullivan Salver 

ELECTRIC AURA (K Myers) was declared a late scratching at 1.47pm on veterinary advice after becoming fractious in 
the barriers. 
LET HER RIP (L Innes) and GRAN VIA (M Cameron) were slow away. 
LET HER RIP was further hampered shortly after the start when crowded between DEVERSTATION (P Holmes) and 
AMALFI (M McNab). 
HYPERVELOCITY (S Spratt) shifted in approaching the 1200 metres crowding RONCHI (G Cooksley) which was steadied 
to avoid that runner’s heels.   Rider S Spratt was advised a warning would be placed on her record.   RONCHI then 
raced greenly when being steadied in the early stages. 



Passing the 1200 metres SAN MIGUEL (C Grylls) was steadied when awkwardly placed inside the heels of LAMAROSA 
(R Hutchings).    
DRAGON DANCER (M Hills) raced ungenerously through the early stages. 
GRAN VIA (M Cameron) raced ungenerously in the early stages when being steadied off the heels of FANATIC (M 
Sweeney), with GRAN VIA then shifting out passing the 1200 metres forcing LET HER RIP wider on the track. 
LADY PAINTON (C Lammas) raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
Approaching the 700 metres GRAN VIA commenced to hang out and then ran very wide with Rider M Cameron 
reporting that the colt had pulled up showing signs of lameness.   GRAN VIA underwent a subsequent veterinary 
examination which found the colt to have suffered a tendon injury to the right fore leg which required treatment. 
LET HER RIP was held up entering the final straight. 
 

Race 5 C M Jillings Cup 

TAKE IT OUT (M Vance) and MIA ROSE (M Sweeney) both began awkwardly, with MIA ROSE then being further 
inconvenienced. 
SHESGOTIT (C Lammas) and SPREADEAGLED (M Cameron) were crowded leaving the barrier.  
SOVEREIGN (S Spratt) and DARCI GLITTER (T Thornton) both began awkwardly. 
Approaching the 1300 metres SOVEREIGN and SHESGOTIT commenced to race ungenerously when being steadied 
with SOVEREIGN then getting its head up and shifting in and away from SHESGOTIT crowding MIA ROSE which was 
checked losing ground.  SHESGOTIT and SOVEREIGN both continued to race ungenerously through the middle stages 
with SHESGOTIT laying out when making the final bend. 
BEAMING (L Innes) raced wide without cover throughout. 
SPREADEAGLED commenced to race greenly when placed under pressure in the final straight shifting out passing the 
250 metres inconveniencing DARCI GLITTER which then shifted away from that runner and inconvenienced DASHIN 
(M Coleman).   As a result MARKWOOD (L Magorrian) and BEAMING which were following were also inconvenienced. 
SPREADEAGLED then shifted out abruptly passing the 150 metres and continued to race greenly shifting out near the 
50 metres making contact with TAKE IT OUT.   Rider M Cameron was advised that he must make a greater attempt to 
straighten his mount when they are shifting ground. 
 

Race 6 N B Holland Medal 

MELODY CELEBRE (A Collett) was slow to leave the barriers losing ground (5L). 
PUNTINATO (M McNab) began awkwardly. 
LADY MARILYN (S Collett) was steadied shortly after the start losing ground when crowded to the inside of NOTHING 
(J Oliver) which had shifted away from KANJISTAR (B Hutton). 
NIKI PIKI MILO (M Du Plessis) got its head up when racing keenly outside the leader in the early stages and 
commenced to hang outwards. 
KANJISTAR and DAN THE MAN (J Whiteside) both over-raced in the middle stages. 
NIKI PIKI MILO continued to hang through the middle stages and ran wide making the final turn forcing KANJISTAR 
wider on the track. 
NIKI PIKI MILO then continued to lay out under pressure in the final straight, placing Rider M Du Plessis at a 
disadvantage. 
When questioned regarding the performance of NIKI PIKI MILO Rider M Du Plessis explained that the filly had raced 
keenly in a fresh state and believed would benefit from some easing of the ground. 
 

Race 7 G L Cooksley Tankard 

BLUE FLAG (C Grylls) and SAVANNAH SOMOYA (T Thornton) both began awkwardly and came together with BLUE 
FLAG being unbalanced and inconveniencing MIDNIGHT MISTRESS (L Magorrian). 
SAVANNAH SOMOYA raced keenly when being restrained passing the 1400 metres and continued to do so through 
the middle stages. 
PRIMA (B Hutton) lay out making contact with SAVANNAH SOMOYA near the 250 metres. 
CADUCEUS (K Myers) shifted out approaching the 300 metres to obtain clear running making slight contact with BLUE 
FLAG.    
BLUE FLAG lay in over the final 150 metres making contact with CADUCEUS. 
 

Race 8 T J McKee Trophy 

NAILED IT (M Du Plessis) and BERG EN DAL (S Collett) were slow away. 
MONEYTREE (L Magorrian) lay out rounding the final turn near the 400 metres forcing AMUSE (U Holmquist) over 
extra ground. 



NAILED IT was held up near the 300 metres having to steady and shift outwards across the heels of THEE ACHIEVER (C 
Grylls). 
NAILED IT continued to have some difficulty obtaining clear running when attempting a tight run between THEE 
ACHIEVER and FLYINBY (K Myers) passing the 200 metres. 
 

Race 9 D A Peake Plate 

LONELY BOY (M Hills) was between SECRETARY OF STATE (J Oliver) and STARS IN ALIGN (M McNab) which both 
shifted ground when beginning awkwardly. 
GESEMI (M Cameron) was slow away. 
BEE TEE JUNIOR (L Innes) raced in restricted room passing the 1800 metres getting its head up when being steadied. 
EMMUSKA (L Magorrian) and OCEAN BOUND (U Holmquist) both raced without cover rounding the first bend with 
both runners improving forward to dispute the pace near the 1400 metres. 
RANSOMS GOLD (S Collett) and TEAM PETE (K Myers) over-raced in the middle stages with TEAM PETE racing wide 
without cover for the majority of the race. 
DOMANAE (C Lammas) was held up making the final turn. 
BANBURY LAD (R Hutchings) was held up early in the final straight, shifting in approaching the 250 metres in an 
attempt to obtain clear running.   BANBURY LAD then raced in restricted room from the 200 metres for a distance. 
OCEAN BOUND shifted ground when placed under pressure in the final straight shifting out passing the 250 metres 
inconveniencing DOMANAE then shifting in slightly from near the 100 metres crowding DOMANAE which had to be 
steadied.   OCEAN BOUND then shifted in further after passing the winning post crowding BANBURY LAD which was 
badly hampered.   Apprentice Rider U Holmquist was severely reprimanded by Stewards. 
RANSOMS GOLD had difficulty obtaining clear running until near the 250 metres.   Rider S Collett reported that 
RANSOMS GOLD had pulled up showing signs of lameness.  A subsequent veterinary examination found the mare to 
be lame in the left foreleg.  
 

 
 
 


